Abstract. The completely positive rank is an analogue of the topological covering dimension, defined for nuclear C * -algebras via completely positive approximations. These may be thought of as simplicial approximations of the algebra, which leads to the concept of piecewise homogeneous maps and a notion of noncommutative simplicial complexes.
Introduction
The completely positive rank is a notion of covering dimension for nuclear C * -algebras and was introduced in [Wi1] . Recall that a C * -algebra A is nuclear if and only if it has the completely positive approximation property, i.e., there is a net (F λ The definition of the completely positive rank is based on regarding a completely positive approximation (F, ψ, ϕ) of A as an analogue of a partition of unity. This in turn yields an analogue of an open covering of the noncommutative space A. The order of a covering is then modeled on a condition on the behavior of ϕ on the minimal projections of F ; this condition in some sense measures how far ϕ is from preserving orthogonality. To be more precise, recall the following from [Wi1] : Definition 0.1. Let A, F be C * -algebras, F finite-dimensional. a) We say a set {e 0 , . . . , e n } ⊂ F is elementary if the e i are mutually orthogonal minimal projections. b) A completely positive map ϕ : F → A is of strict order not exceeding n, ord ϕ ≤ n, if the following holds:
For every elementary set {e 0 , . . . , e n+1 } ⊂ F there are i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n + 1} such that ϕ(e i ) ⊥ ϕ(e j ). c) A has completely positive rank less than or equal to n, cpr A ≤ n if there is a net (F λ , ψ λ , ϕ λ ) Λ of c.p. approximations for A such that ϕ λ • ψ λ → id A pointwise and ord ϕ λ ≤ n ∀ λ.
It then turns out that the completely positive rank has nice abstract properties; it coincides with the ordinary covering dimension of the spectrum for commutative C * -algebras and identifies AF algebras as zero-dimensional C * -algebras. Moreover, we will show that it behaves nicely with respect to closed ideals.
If A is commutative, a partition of unity ofÂ induces a * -homomorphism C(|Σ|) → A, where |Σ| is the geometric realization of some simplicial complex Σ. Such * -homomorphisms may be thought of as simplicial approximations ofÂ. The present paper is an attempt to carry this idea over to the noncommutative case in a suitable way. In [Cu3] , Cuntz has introduced a notion of noncommutative simplicial complexes. These are universal C * -algebras which (in the place of C(|Σ|)) can be used to transform statements about partitions of unity (given by c.p. maps) into statements about * -homomorphisms. To apply this concept to our situation, we have to take a closer look at the c.p. approximations that compute the completely positive rank.
One might ask to what extent condition b) above on the maps ϕ is natural. For example, besides the minimal projections there is another class of distinguished projections in F , namely the (minimal) central ones. We can use these as well to define the order of ϕ. But then to obtain any topological invariants we have to make sure that the approximating algebra F contains enough central projections to reflect some of the structure of A. This is done by imposing an extra condition on ϕ, which leads to the concept of piecewise homogeneous maps. We then obtain a variation of the completely positive rank, the homogeneous rank. This is a little easier to deal with; for example, there is an obvious (partial) result on the behavior of the homogeneous rank for tensor products. The two theories coincide in many (if not all) cases, in particular for all simple C * -algebras (and for all concrete examples we have considered so far).
If a C * -algebra has some obvious underlying topological space with nice properties, the noncommutative covering dimension of the algebra should somehow be related to the ordinary covering dimension of the underlying space. As an illustration, we examine the behavior of our theories for continuous trace algebras. It turns out that we always have cpr A ≤ hr A ≤ dimÂ and that, under some (possibly unnecessary) extra condition, we even have equality. We will use similar methods in [Wi2] to obtain a special kind of piecewise homogeneous approximations for subhomogeneous algebras; as a consequence we obtain results about the topological dimension of C * -algebras coming from minimal diffeomorphisms on compact manifolds.
Completely positive approximations with piecewise homogeneous maps are, we think, interesting by themselves since they determine a "piecewise linear topology" (cf. [BK] for a more general approach to this idea), but the techniques developed to analyze them, in particular their semiprojectivity, are also useful to compute the completely positive and the homogeneous rank in certain cases.
In [KW] , Eberhard Kirchberg and the author introduce an even more refined version of the completely positive rank. The concept of piecewise homogeneous maps (and their semiprojectivity) will be crucial for the definition and analysis of this decomposition rank; furthermore, it will turn out that the noncommutative 1. Piecewise homogeneous maps and perturbations 1.1. Piecewise homogeneous maps.
1.1.1. The main ingredient in our definition of noncommutative covering dimension is the strict order of maps ϕ : F → A (F finite-dimensional), determined by the behavior of ϕ on sets of pairwise orthogonal minimal projections.
We could have used sets of arbitrary pairwise orthogonal projections as well. This would have yielded a different dimension theory without some of the good abstract properties of the completely positive rank (for example, Proposition 2.7 of [Wi1] would not work for this theory).
On the other hand, there is another class of distinguished projections in finitedimensional C * -algebras, namely the (minimal) central ones. However, one cannot expect these to reflect any of the structure of A without imposing extra conditions on the c.p. approximations. For example, without such conditions one can always assume F to be a single matrix algebra, hence containing only one central projection. Also, it does not suffice to assume ϕ to be, say, completely isometric, as [BK, Theorem 5.13] shows.
So we are looking for nice extra conditions on c.p. approximations (F, ψ, ϕ) which ensure that the central projections of F reflect at least some of the structure of the approximated algebra A.
1.1.2. One such condition is suggested by [Wi1, Lemma 2.15] , which says that, for a c.p. map ϕ : M r → A with ord ϕ = n, either n = r − 1 or n = 0. If n = r − 1, the order condition gives no information, simply because the matrix algebra is too small, but if n = 0, there are nice ways of describing ϕ explicitly (cf. Proposition 1.2.1 and [Wi1, Proposition 3.2 a)]).
In [Wi1, Proposition 2.7] , we saw that cpr (C 0 (X)⊗M r ) ≤ dim X by constructing c.p. approximations (F, ψ, ϕ) , where each summand of F is M r , F = s i=1 M r , and the restriction of ϕ to each summand has strict order zero. The order of ϕ then comes from the order of a c.p. approximation of C 0 (X); more precisely:
s is the center of F ; this means that the order of ϕ is determined only by its behavior on the minimal central projections of F . This is the easiest example of a more general concept. Below we shall consider maps ϕ which have strict order zero on the summands of F and analyze how far the behavior of ϕ on the center of F still gives information about the approximated algebra A. 
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Proof. This is an iterated application of Proposition 1.1.5(ii): Apply 1.1.5(ii) to E 1 , E 2 and U 1 , U 2 to obtain nonempty open subsets U
1 , U 1.2. Order zero maps and stable relations. In this subsection we take a closer look at maps of strict order zero, the building blocks of piecewise homogeneous maps.
, the universal C * -algebra generated by one positive element of norm ≤ 1. Equivalently, a c.p.c. map ϕ : 
Obviously ϕ has strict order zero. But then (π 1 ⊗ π 2 ) • ϕ also has strict order zero and
i.e., CM r is the universal C * -algebra with relations (R) (cf. [Lo] , Table 1 ). As a consequence, whenever x 2 , . . . , x r ∈ A satisfy these relations, the assignment e i,1 → x i induces a c.p.c. order zero map ϕ : M r → A and any such map is determined by a finite set of relations.
Furthermore, these relations are weakly stable in the sense of [Lo, Definition 4.1.1]; in Lemma 1.2.5 we will use this fact to analyze perturbations of order zero maps.
1.2.4. As it turns out, the relations defining CM r are even liftable, which means that CM r is projective ( [Lo] , Theorem 10.2.1). We then have the following lifting result for order zero maps:
Proof. By Proposition 1.2.1, ϕ induces a * -homomorphism π : CM r → A/J, which lifts to a * -homomorphismπ : CM r → A, since CM r is projective. Fromπ in turn we obtain a c.p.c. order zero mapφ : M r → A which is easily seen to lift ϕ.
1.2.5. Another reason why order zero maps are nice building blocks for c.p. maps is that they are stable under perturbations:
Lemma. For any r ∈ N and η > 0 there is δ > 0 such that the following holds:
Proof. First choose β > 0, then α > 0, then k ∈ N and finally δ > 0. It will become clear in the course of the proof how small (or large) these constants must be. Observe that they can be defined independently of a special choice of ϕ, u and h.
= hAh ∩ u and it is straightforward to check that (for any ϕ, u and h satisfying the condition of the lemma) the x j satisfy the relations (R) of 1.2.3 within α if and only if k is large and δ is small enough. But the relations are weakly stable in the sense of [Lo, Definition 4.1.1] . Therefore, if α is small enough, there are y j ∈ B satisfying (R) exactly and such that x j − y j < β. Now by 1.2.1 and 1.2.3 the y j induce a c.p.c. order zero mapφ : M r → B and again one checks that, if k is large and β and δ are small enough, we even have φ(
1.2.6. In the situation of the preceding lemma, one cannot expectφ to have order zero if ϕ doesn't. Nonetheless we have the following (weaker) perturbation result for maps of order r − 1:
Proposition. For any r ∈ N and η > 0 there is δ > 0 such that the following holds:
Proof. First choose k ∈ N and then δ > 0. Then for any ϕ, u and h defineφ( .
It is not hard to see that k and δ can be chosen independently of ϕ, u and h and thatφ has the desired properties if k is large and δ is small enough.
1.3. Noncommutative simplicial complexes. In [Cu3] , Cuntz has introduced a notion of noncommutative simplicial complexes. Below we outline how this concept is related to p.h. maps.
1.3.1. By definition, a (finite) simplicial complex Σ is a set of subsets of a (finite) vertex set V Σ satisfying a certain coherence condition (see [ES] for an introduction to simplicial complexes).
Let C ab,1 Σ be the universal abelian unital C * -algebra with positive generators h σ , σ ∈ V Σ , and relations
where |Σ| is the geometric realization of Σ. Changing the unitality condition to h σ ≤ 1, one obtains a nonunital version, C ab Σ , which can be identified with CC(|Σ|).
Cuntz then defines the noncommutative simplicial complex C 1 Σ associated to Σ as the universal (noncommutative) unital C * -algebra with positive generators h σ , σ ∈ V Σ , and relations (G1) and (U1). Note that the nonunital version C Σ is no longer the suspension of C 1 Σ .
One can often use universal C
* -algebras to transform classes of c.p.c. maps into * -homomorphisms. We have already seen an application of this concept in Proposition 1.2.1. In the context of noncommutative simplicial complexes, for any C * -algebra A there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between * -homomorphisms C Σ → A and c.p. maps C V Σ → A respecting (G1).
It is a remarkable fact that the natural surjection C
, Theorem 2.13); so from this point of view, C 1 Σ is the "right" noncommutative analogue of C(|Σ|). However, the relations (G1) are often hard to control in concrete applications. One might therefore ask if there are relations which describe intersections of open subsets in the commutative case (as do (G1)) and at the same time are tractable in the general C * -algebraic context.
Consider the relations (G2)
these are easier to deal with than (G1), since they only involve orthogonality of positive elements instead of products with more than two factors. Again one can define universal
In (G2) only the 1-simplices of Σ occur, so we cannot expect D Σ or D 1 Σ to be good noncommutative analogues of simplicial complexes unless the structure of Σ is already given by its 1-skeleton. Σ is said to be full, or a flag complex, if it satisfies the following condition:
This condition implies that indeed Σ is determined by its 1-simplices and it turns out that D
From the topological point of view, we can always restrict to flag complexes, since the barycentric subdivision of any simplicial complex automatically is a flag complex.
1.3.4. We should mention that sometimes it is convenient to replace (U1) by a relation such as
for some ε > 0. This is because we mainly use noncommutative simplicial complexes to describe approximations of a C * -algebra; in this context one can often assume that (U2) holds but there is no canonical way to make this relation exact without affecting (G2).
1.3.5. Again we have a bijection between * -homomorphisms D Σ → A and c.p. maps C V Σ → A that respects (G2). Furthermore, whenever ϕ : C s → A is c.p.c., we can associate to ϕ a flag complex Σ such that ϕ respects the relations (G2) for Σ as follows: Define V Σ := {1, . . . , s} and let {i 0 , i 1 } be in Σ whenever ϕ(e i 0 )ϕ(e i 1 ) = 0. Then let Σ be the flag complex generated by this set of 1-simplices. One checks that the strict order of ϕ equals the combinatorial dimension of Σ.
1.3.6. Next let ϕ : be (c.p.c. and) piecewise homogeneous. Of course we can apply the above procedure to the map ϕ • ι : C s → A to obtain a flag complex Σ and a * -homomorphism D Σ → A that is induced by ϕ. But it is also interesting to ask whether there are universal C * -algebras for which we obtain bijections between * -homomorphisms and p.h. maps.
Starting with a flag complex Σ and F = σ∈V Σ M r σ we can define another version of a noncommutative simplicial complex by putting together the relations (R) of 1.2.3 and (G2).
More precisely, let E Σ,F be the universal C * -algebra with generators h σ,i for σ ∈ V σ and i ∈ {2, . . . , r σ }, satisfying the following relations:
(the necessary modifications if there are σ with r σ = 1 are obvious). Then one checks that we have a bijection between p.h. maps and * -homomorphisms and that
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1.3.7. Therefore there are various types of noncommutative simplicial complexes; all of these transform c.p.c. maps into * -homomorphisms naturally. A very interesting application of this concept is Cuntz's approach to the Baum-Connes conjecture in [Cu3] , where he uses the algebras C 1 Σ to give a conceptual explanation for the choice of the left-hand side of this conjecture.
In our context the algebras E Σ,F seem to be the suitable analogues of simplicial complexes. However, one has to be aware of the fact that the E Σ,F themselves are not accessible to our theory, since in general they are far from being nuclear (and so are the C Σ and the D Σ ).
Ideals
As an application of the methods developed in the preceding section, we determine the behavior of the completely positive rank for ideals. First we need another technical observation.
Proof. Let n := ord ϕ and suppose ordφ > n; i.e., suppose there is an elementary set E ⊂ F with |E| = n + 2 and ϕ(e)φ(ē) = 0 ∀ e,ē ∈ E .
If |E i | > 1, we have ordφ i > 0; hence ord ϕ i > 0 by (ii). But then by [Wi1, Lemma 2.15], we have ord ϕ i = r i − 1, so in particular there is an elementary set
Let F I := i∈I M r i ⊂ F and apply Proposition 1.1.6 to F I and ϕ| F I . This yields nonempty open subsets V i ⊂ U i , i ∈ I, such that the following holds:
For each i ∈ I choose some u i ∈ V i and set E i := u * i E i u i . Then obviously each E i ⊂ M r i is elementary and so is E := i∈I E i .
Using (1) and (2) we obtain that ϕ(e) ϕ(ē) = 0 ∀ e,ē ∈ E .
But |E | = |E| = n + 2, so ord ϕ > n, a contradiction.
Proof. Let ε > 0 and a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ J, a j ≤ 1, be given. Choose a c.p. approximation (F, ψ, ϕ) of A for a 1 , . . . , a k within ε 4 and such that ord ϕ ≤ n := cpr A. We may assume
For those i ∈ {1, . . . , s} for which ord ϕ i = 0, take ε 4·s and r i as η and r, respectively, and apply Lemma 1.2.5 to find δ i > 0 such that the assertion of 1.2.5 holds. For values of i for which ord ϕ i > 0, apply Proposition 1.2.6 to obtain δ i > 0.
By [Ped, 3.12 .14], J has a quasicentral approximate unit (u λ ) Λ . We may thus choose u ∈ J + with u ≤ 1 such that
(For the second assertion we used that (u λ ) Λ is quasicentral for A and that the set 
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Because ,φ) is a c.p. approximation for a 1 , . . . , a k within ε.
We have ordφ ≤ n by Proposition 2.1.
Remark 2.3. It follows from our construction that the approximations of J can be chosen to be piecewise homogeneous if the same is true for the approximations of A.
3. Homogeneous vs. completely positive rank 3.1. Homogeneous rank.
Definition 3.1.1. We say the homogeneous rank of A is less than or equal to n, hr A ≤ n, if A has a system (F λ , ψ λ , ϕ λ ) of piecewise homogeneous c.p. approximations of strict order not exceeding n.
We obviously have cpr A ≤ hr
A for any C * -algebra A, whereas it is not clear if we always have equality.
In [Wi1, Proposition 2.5], we saw that cpr C 0 (X) ≤ dim X for a locally compact space X. But to show this we used c.p. approximations through finite-dimensional commutative C * -algebras, and such approximations automatically are piecewise homogeneous. Together with [Wi1, Proposition 2.19], it follows that cpr C 0 (X) = hr C 0 (X) = dim X.
Of course hr A = 0 iff cpr A = 0, and cpr A = 0 iff A is AF by [Wi1, Theorem 3.4]. The two theories also coincide for all other examples we have considered so far (cf. [Wi1] ). In particular the irrational rotation algebras, the Bunce-Deddens algebras and Blackadar's simple unital projectionless algebra all have homogeneous rank one; this is because, for the computation of the completely positive rank, we already used p.h. approximations.
More generally, one can prove that hr A = 1 if cpr A = 1. Below we will show that hr A = cpr A whenever A is simple.
3.1.3. Just like the completely positive rank, the homogeneous rank has nice permanence properties. In particular, the proofs of [Wi1, Section 2], show that
By Remark 2.3 we also have hr J ≤ hr A.
3.1.4. It is not clear how the completely positive rank behaves with respect to tensor products. For the homogeneous rank we at least have the following partial result (note that the homogeneous rank takes finite values only for nuclear C * -algebras, so we do not have to specify the tensor product we are working with):
Proposition. Let A and B be C * -algebras. Then
So if B is AF , we have hr (A ⊗ B) ≤ hr A.
Proof. 3.2.2. The following observation is well known, although we could not find an explicit proof in the literature.
Lemma.
Let n ∈ N be given and let A be a C * -algebra which has an irreducible representation of dimension at least n. Then there are pairwise orthogonal nonzero elements a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A and x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ∈ A such that Proof. If cpr A = ∞ there is nothing to prove, so assume that cpr A = n < ∞. We show that there is a system (F λ , ψ λ , ϕ λ ) Λ of c.p. approximations with ord ϕ λ ≤ n and such that the summands of the F λ are at least (n + 2) × (n + 2) matrices. Then [Wi1, Lemma 2.15] will imply that the ϕ λ have strict order zero on all of the summands of F λ . So let 0 < ε < 1 and a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ A with a l ≤ 1 be given. We may assume A to be infinite-dimensional, for otherwise A = M r for some r and there is nothing to show. But then any irreducible representation of A is infinite-dimensional and we may apply Lemma 3.2.2 to obtain pairwise orthogonal b 0 , . . . , b n+1 ∈ A + and y 0 , . . . , y n+1 ∈ A with b j = y j = 1 ∀ j and such that
But then by [Cu1, Proposition 1.10] , there are h λ ∈ A, l = 1, . . . , k, such that
For l = 1, . . . , k and j = 0, . . . , n + 1 define
Then we obtain for all j:
4·6 10 k 2 (n+2) 4 and choose a c.p. approximation (F, ψ, ϕ) within η for
hence for any y ∈ F with y ≤ 1 we have
by [Wi1, Lemma 3.1] . For any j we have
As a consequence,
Denote by q
which implies q
Then for each i we have p1 M r i = 0 iff q
by construction. Define F := pF p, ψ := ψ p and ϕ := ϕ| F . For any a ∈ A with a ≤ 1 we then have 
Continuous trace C * -algebras
In this section we examine the completely positive rank of a separable continuous trace C * -algebra A. It turns out that cpr A ≤ dimÂ,Â being the spectrum of A. Under some (possibly unnecessary) extra condition, basically saying that all irreducible representations of A must be of (at least locally) bounded finite dimension, we show that cpr A = dimÂ.
We start by recalling some facts about the spectrum and the primitive ideal space and about C * -algebras with Hausdorff spectrum and continuous trace C * -algebras. Most of this material is taken from [RW] ; cf. also [Dx] .
C
* -algebras with Hausdorff spectrum.
4.1.1. Recall that, for a C * -algebra A, Prim A denotes the primitive ideal space, the space of kernels of irreducible representations endowed with the Jacobson topology. The spectrumÂ of A is the space of unitary equivalence classes of irreducible representations; it inherits its topology from Prim A via the natural surjection.
For a closed set
It is well known that, ifÂ is Hausdorff, then the natural map A → Prim A is a homeomorphism. It is then often more convenient to consider A/J t for t ∈ Prim A than π t (A), π t being the representation inÂ corresponding to t. We write a(t) for the image of a in A/J t .
For any C
* -algebra A, the Dauns-Hofmann Theorem ( [RW] , Theorem A.34) identifies C b (Â) with ZM (A), the center of the multiplier algebra of A. By restriction, this makes A a C 0 (Â)-module. IfÂ is Hausdorff, the module structure is given by the formula (f · a)(t) = f (t) · a(t) for a ∈ A, f ∈ C 0 (Â), t ∈Â; it is easy to see that the C 0 (Â)-action is nondegenerate, i.e.
The next result basically is a corollary of the Dauns-Hofmann Theorem (part (i) is [RW, Corollary 5.11]; part (ii) is straightforward):
Lemma. Let A be a C * -algebra with Hausdorff spectrum, M ⊂Â a closed subset, 4.1.5. We now turn to the definition of continuous trace C * -algebras. Suppose A is a C * -algebra with Hausdorff spectrum. We have seen that, for each t ∈Â, A/J t has a unique irreducible representation π t (up to unitary equivalence); so if p(t) ∈ A/J t is a projection, we may define the rank of p(t) as the rank of π t (p(t)) ∈ B(H π t ). This is well-defined since the dimension of a subspace is preserved by unitaries. In particular, we may speak about rank-one projections in A/J t . Definition 4.1.6. A C * -algebra A is said to have continuous trace if it has Hausdorff spectrum and satisfies Fell's condition, i.e. for each t ∈Â there are a neighborhood U of t and a ∈ A such that a(s) is a rank-one projection for each s ∈ U . 4.1.7. There is another characterization of continuous trace algebras which will be useful in the sequel: 
algebras and as C(M )-modules).
Anyhow, we will not always explicitly indicate if we work in [Wi1, Proposition 1.3] , has a refinement V 1 , . . . , V l of strict order not exceeding n.
We may assume that
We may further assume that for each V i there is some
is a continuous projection-valued function. From now on, we write t i for t j i . Note that we have
By (ii) and [Cu2, Lemma 2.2] , there are partial isometries
Now we are ready to define (F, ψ, ϕ) :
Here,
where the first inclusion comes from Lemma 4.1.4. We therefore obtain
Thus ψ and ϕ are well-defined and (obviously) completely positive contractions.
(ii) It is easy to give examples of continuous trace C * -algebras which only have finite-dimensional irreducible representations, but do not have locally bounded dimension.
(iii) SinceÂ is locally compact for a continuous trace C * -algebra, in the previous definition one may assume M to be compact. Proof. After embedding M r in M r we may clearly assume r = r in the assertion. Consider the unit sphere S 2r−1 ⊂ C r , M r operating on C r in the natural way. For every ξ ∈ S 2r−1 define
is an open covering of S 2r−1 . Since the sphere is compact, there is a finite subcovering (
Here, p ξ denotes the orthogonal projection onto C · ξ and we used bra|-|ket notation. Set N := (n + 1)|Λ| and suppose there are e i 1 , . . . , e i N +1 with ϕ(e i j ) = 0 ∀ j. W.l.o.g. we may assume i j = j ∀ j.
Then for each j there is a normed eigenvector η j of ϕ(e j ) w.r.t. an eigenvalue µ j > 0. Now there must be some λ ∈ Λ such that at least n + 2 vectors η j lie in
thus ϕ(e j ) and ϕ(e j ) are not orthogonal.
We therefore obtain a contradiction to ord ϕ ≤ n. Proof. Suppose for a moment that A = M r (C(X)) for some compact space X and r ∈ N, so C(X) ∼ = C(X) ⊗ e 11 ⊂ her A. The aim is then to show that cpr (C(X)) ≤ cpr A, since by [Wi1, Proposition 2.19] , cpr (C(X)) = dim X.
Given ε > 0 and a 1 , . . . , a l ∈ C(X) ⊗ e 11 , one can find a c.p. approximation (F, ψ, ϕ) (of A) for a 1 , . . . , a l within ε and with ord ϕ ≤ cpr A. After some extra work one can even assume that ϕ(1 F )−e 11 is small, so (F, ψ| C(X)⊗e 11 , ϕ) is "almost" a c.p. approximation for C(X). However, ϕ maps (the unit ball of) F to C(X) ⊗ e 11
only up to ε; the contributions outside C(X) ⊗ e 11 are certainly small in norm but they might even generate all of A as a C * -algebra. But now Lemma 4.2.4 (which actually is the key step in the proof) ensures us that this effect cannot be too annoying and that there is ϕ : F → C(X) ⊗ e 11 such that (F, ψ| C(X)⊗e 11 , ϕ ) still is a good approximation and such that ord ϕ ≤ ord ϕ ≤ cpr A.
If A is a continuous trace C * -algebra, the situation is more complicated; the countable sum theorem for covering dimension allows us to "localize" the problem. Then the idea is again to use Lemma 4.2.4 to make the above strategy work (the reason why we have to assume locally bounded dimension is that we do not have a version of Lemma 4.2.4 for K instead of M r ).
For each t ∈Â there is a compact neighborhood M t of t, r t ∈ N and p t ∈ A with p t ≤ 1 such that, for each s ∈ M t , p t (s) is a rank-one projection and dim H s ≤ r t . SinceÂ is locally compact, there are a compact and an open neighborhood K t and V t such that t ∈ K t ⊂ V t ⊂ M t . Of course, (K t ) t∈Â is a covering ofÂ. ButÂ is second countable because A is separable ( [Dx] , Proposition 3.3.4), so (K t ) t∈Â has a countable subcovering (K t l ) l∈N . Now if dim K t l ≤ n := cpr A, then by the countable sum theorem for covering dimension we get dimÂ ≤ n. We thus have to show that dim K t ≤ n for every K t . For convenience, from now on we omit the index t.
We have
Now let a 1 , . . . , a l ∈ C(K) + and ε > 0 be given. Choose some δ, η > 0 such that where 1 denotes a unit adjoined to A/J K . We then have
Similarly, we obtain
therefore ϕ(q) − 1 K ϕ(q) < η We thus obtain for k = 1, . . . , l, . But since ord (π t • ϕ i ) = 0 (π t is a representation), each eigenvalue of ϕ i (1 r i )(t) ∈ B(H t ) has multiplicity at least r i . It follows that there must be a rank-2 projection f ∈ B(H t ) such that
But (using ϕ(1 F )(t)(1(t) − 1 K (t)) < η hence f − f 1 K (t)f < 1 . But as 1 K (t) is rank-one, so is f 1 K (t)f ≤ f , a contradiction.
Next set p := Then by (a) and (5) we have for x ∈ F + with x ≤ 1,
< 2 · (3 · η 
Next define ϕ : F → C(K) by setting
where we have written g i for g δ 2 ,δ (ϕ (1 r i )). As a consequence,
